INTRODUCING
OTC 3896 EVOLVE
POWERED BY BOSCH

✓ ON-TOOL WIRING DIAGRAMS
✓ INDUSTRY-LEADING LIGHT-DUTY DIESEL COVERAGE
✓ WIRELESS TO THE VEHICLE
✓ J2534 REPROGRAMMING

otctools.com/evolve
Evolve is a professional diagnostics repair suite from OTC and Bosch. Look at codes, PIDs, data sets and likely repairs without ever leaving the vehicle. Evolve connects directly to Identifix, iATN and other repair networks and forums to help you fix faster at the vehicle*.

The Bravo 3.0 software is easy to use and fast. AutoID most CAN vehicles in less than 5 seconds. Access on-tool repair information almost instantly to test and fix more vehicles faster. Includes one year of diagnostic updates, giving you more coverage, tests and repairs.

EXCLUSIVE ON-TOOL WIRING DIAGRAMS

Exclusive on-tool wiring diagrams for most vehicles 1986 and newer help you locate trouble components to test or replace.

Wireless vehicle communication
Dual WiFi architecture keeps you connected to the vehicle and shop Internet connection to access troubleshooting and repair info.

J2534 reprogramming capable**
The included wireless VCI doubles as a powerful J2534 pass-through device, expanding your shop’s ability to fully service and reprogram customer vehicles.

Identifix on-tool
Direct-linking to Identifix for most diagnostic codes. OTC automatically transfers YMME to help you diagnose and fix with accuracy and confidence.

* Must have active subscription status with Identifix or IATN.

** Compliant with top 6 manufacturers. Reprogramming requires additional Windows-based PC and OEM software, purchased separately.
**Rugged, 10.4 inch screen is the industry’s largest and brightest**

**EVOLVE PROFESSIONAL DIAGNOSTIC SCAN TOOL**

**Access Direct-Hit™, Code-Assist™, Symptom-Assist™ and Repair-Trac™ information for every code, on the tool.**

**30 years special tests, troubleshooting and repair information.**

**BRAVO 3.0**

Bravo 3.0 runs on the Android operating system for fast processing and vehicle communication.

**Dual Wi-Fi architecture keeps you connected to the vehicle and the Internet for faster diagnostics.**

**AutoID most CAN vehicles in less than 5 seconds, including YMME.**

**Includes free 60-day trial of Identifix Direct Hit™.**

**Exclusive on-tool wiring diagrams for most vehicles 1986 and newer.**

**3896 EVOLVE DIAGNOSTICS**

Kit includes:

- Rugged 10” shop-tested scan tool
- Wireless VCI with J2534 reprogramming capabilities
- Bravo 3.0 software powered by Bosch with exclusive on-tool wiring diagrams
- Charging / docking station with AC adapter
- Padded, protective storage and carry bag
- 5’ OBD II cable
- USB cable
- 60-day Identifix Direct-Hit free trial

Made in USA with Globally Sourced Components
OTC scan tools, powered by Bosch, are the fastest from code-to-fix with more than 30 years of OE-level coverage. The easy-to-use tools are favored among technicians who want coverage and repair information on the tool for vehicles they see in the shop everyday.

**TRIAGE TOOL**
3210 CodeConnect with ABS & Airbag
OBD II coverage and likely fixes for most 1996 and newer cars and light trucks.
- Color screen
- EPB Caliper Retract for most Audi/VW vehicles
- Brake Bleed test for Ford, GM, Chrysler & Toyota vehicles
- Steering Angle Reset for GM and Nissan vehicles
- CodeConnect® database on-tool with 26+ million most likely fixes based on DTC and vehicle
- Read and erase most Domestic, Asian and European (NEW!) ABS & SRS/Airbag trouble codes, 1996-2013
- ABS & Engine Enhanced Live Datastream for GM, Ford and Toyota
- Transmission Enhanced Live Datastream for GM and Ford
- Oil Light Reset
- Battery life reset
- Dual PID graphing

**FIX CARS FASTER**
3893 Encore
The OTC Encore diagnostic system with Identifix® is fastest at what counts - fixing vehicles. No tool is faster from code to fix, pulling the DTC and showing the likely repair.
- Fastest from code-to-fix
- 7" screen
- Powerful, fast Android operating system
- Ultimate online and on-tool repair suite

**ELITE DIAGNOSTICS**
3896 Evolve
As modern vehicles become increasingly complex, OTC diagnostics, powered by Bosch, continues to evolve. The flagship tool includes a wireless VCI, J2534-capable device, larger screen and exclusive full-system wiring diagrams.
- 10.4” high-resolution screen reduces glare
- Powerful, fast Android OS
- Dual WiFi architecture provides a secure, wireless VCI connection and reliable Internet connection. Move freely around the vehicle and shop with confidence.
- Includes full system wiring diagrams, not offered on any other scan tool in the market
- Includes tablet docking station and backpack for increased battery life, performance and safe storage
- Includes J2534 compatible device for emissions-related ECU reprogramming and reflashing.